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PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

These guidelines provide for relatively inexpensive test equipment and procedures to be used for prioritizing 
problem lagoons used for treating domestic sewage. Such tests are not definitive. They should be considered 
preliminary and approximate.  

Tests based on these guidelines can only indicate whether the seal on an existing lagoon probably remains 
intact, or approximately how much it may be leaking. Preliminary tests of this type are not suitable for sewage 
lagoons where there is a strong likelihood of contamination, or an immediate urgency to protect a priority 
aquifer.  

EXCLUSIONS 

Such preliminary testing is not suitable for various types of lagoons which may contain stronger wastes than 
sewage. For example, leak tests for sludge, septage, strong industrial wastes, and landfill leachate lagoons may 
warrant a higher level of accuracy. To attain greater accuracy entails considerable time and expense, requires 
more equipment to develop wind and temperature records, and involves calculations outside the scope of these 
guidelines. 

Such accuracy is seldom warranted for sewage lagoons. In critical groundwater pollution situations, where 
lagoon seepage is a known concern, immediate installation of monitoring wells and a formal program of 
groundwater monitoring are normally warranted. In such situations, no program of leak testing is probably 
accurate enough to substitute for direct groundwater monitoring. Leak testing would only delay the definitive 
determinations that must be made.  

 

 



GENERAL APPROACH  

The general objective of a leak test is to estimate the average rate of seepage through the bottom of the lagoon. 
Normally each lagoon cell is isolated and tested separately, which better pinpoints the location of any major 
leaks. The rate of seepage is expressed in inches per day or centimeters per second.  

Leak testing should be restricted to July and August, when rainfall is minimal and the ground is dry enough to 
exclude significant runoff. Tests conducted at other times will have more variables and may underreport 
seepage due to runoff effects. 

To obtain reasonable precision, each cell of a lagoon should be isolated and tested over a period of 10 - 15 days. 
Cell depth and pan evaporation measurements should be taken daily. If the lagoon cell cannot be isolated, then 
daily influent/effluent flows must also be measured. Daily measurements are preferred over weekly to improve 
precision and to minimize random measurement errors. 

Lagoon liquid depth should suit the purpose of the test. To determine average seepage rates, lagoons should be 
at average operating depth.  

In priority areas, any rate of seepage greater than zero may warrant direct sampling and monitoring of the 
groundwater. Seepage of 1/8" per day or less is normal. However, this low rate can cause groundwater 
contamination where lagoon contents are strong and background levels are high quality. Seepage exceeding 
1/4" per day indicates a seal failure, or absence of adequate initial seal.  

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Each cell of a lagoon needs to be equipped with a staff gauge for level measurements. Stilling wells to dampen 
wave action are recommended, and will allow a staff gauge to be read to 1/8" - 1/16". Precipitation can be 
measured to about 1/100" with a good rain gauge. Evaporation can be measured to roughly 1/1000" with a hook 
gauge.  

The following specifications for rainfall and evaporation equipment are based on Weathertronics equipment 
manufactured by Qualimetrics, Inc. of Sacramento, and available in Oregon through International Reforestation 
Supply, Eugene (345-0597). Equivalent equipment is acceptable.  

1. Rain Gauge. Qualimetrics Model 6330. This is a plastic gauge with 11" capacity and 0.01" 
graduations, designed for post mounting. 

2. Evaporation Pan. Qualimetrics Model 6821. This is a standard US Weather Bureau steel pan, 
47.5" diameter by 10" deep. 

3. Hook Gauge. Qualimetrics Model 6831. This is a brass gauge with 0.02" graduations. 

To obtain accurate measurements, the equipment needs to be set up level and plumb in an unsheltered area near 
the lagoon. Equipment may have to be fenced to exclude animals.  

The above list is a minimum. Various equipment needed to attain higher levels of accuracy is not listed. For 
example: 

· Recording anemometer  

· Max/min thermometers for air, for the evaporation pan, and for the lagoon surface  



· Upwind and downwind evaporation pans 

· Barometric pressure 

If such equipment is available, its use will add precision and accuracy to the results. However, its use is not 
mandatory for preliminary leak tests used to screen and prioritize existing sewage treatment lagoons. 

MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS 

Measurements should be made on a schedule, at the same time each day, so that each set of data represents the 
duration of exactly one day. All measurements should be tabulated to aid calculation and reporting. We 
recommend using the attached form or a similar format.  

Computations should be converted to compatible units of depth. Influent volume (gallons per day) is converted 
to inches per day through measurement of the actual water surface area. Rainfall will normally be near zero in 
July and August, but should be verified daily.  

Evaporation will vary with wind and temperature. It should be measured daily, and the pan should be kept well 
filled. 

Lagoon evaporation rates are invariably less than pan evaporation rates. Pan correction factors generally vary 
from 0.7 to 0.9. The larger the lagoon, the more its evaporation rate lags behind pan evaporation, so the smaller 
the numerical value of the pan correction factor.  

In hot and windy summer weather, evaporation can be substantial. An erroneous pan correction factor can inject 
significant error. The result of computing seepage rates without any correction for pan evaporation is to 
overcalculate the evaporation rate. The effect of this error would be to underreport the seepage rate.  

REPORT FORMAT 

Leakage reports should be short and to the point. The main conclusion is to estimate the seepage rate from each 
lagoon cell, and from the lagoon as a whole. The methodology and equipment need to be described briefly but 
thoroughly. A copy of all field measurements and calculations should be tabulated and attached as supporting 
documentation.  

Reports should be certified and signed by a registered engineer or professional hydrologist.  

ANNUAL WATER BALANCE 

The annual water balance prepared for each lagoon requires determinations of both seepage and evaporation. 
Leak tests performed according to these guidelines at average liquid depth can establish an average rate of 
seepage for the water balance. The rate of seepage will tend to vary with liquid level, and will remain constant if 
the level stays constant. 

For the purpose of making water balance calculations, a monthly average evaporation rate should be obtained 
from local climatological records. Such records may then be applied with a suitable pan correction factor 
between 0.7 and 0.9, as previously described. 

Rate of evaporation and pan correction factors both tend to vary throughout the year. To make accurate 
adjustments requires additional measurements be taken of all the pertinent factors. These include wind, water 



temperature, air temperature, and atmospheric pressure. Pan evaporation corrections should conform to 
established calculation methods, as presented in standard hydrology texts.  

NEW LAGOONS 

New sewage and sludge lagoons are designed to be effectively watertight and nearly leak-free. Lagoons which 
may jeopardize groundwater because of their contents, uses, or location are routinely installed with groundwater 
monitoring wells. In such applications, leak testing is not a practical or reliable alternative to direct monitoring 
of the groundwater. 

All of the measurements in leak tests are approximations, especially liquid level, and the pan correction factor is 
usually a rough estimate. Consequently, seepage computed from a leak test cannot be used to prove or 
substantiate the existence of any actual leak. Leak testing as a basis for acceptance of lagoon construction is not 
feasible, too often has led to fruitless litigation, and should be discouraged.  

As a practical matter, the engineer must design each lagoon for watertightness. Then the engineer must conduct 
thorough, intensive, and continuous construction inspection to verify that watertight construction is being 
attained. Inspection may include compaction, infiltrometer, smoke, and spark tests, and constant observation of 
workmanship and materials. 

If leakage and contamination occurred from a properly inspected and certified lagoon, it would indicate a 
damaged liner or a failure of design. Assuming good design and inspection, the engineer's written certification 
of proper construction carries a presumption of watertightness. No leak testing program should be approved as a 
substitute for diligent construction inspection. 

INQUIRIES 

Inquiries about these guidelines should be directed to DEQ regional water-quality plan review engineers.  
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LAGOON LEAK TEST 

  

CITY OF _________________________ 

CELL NO._____ WATER SURFACE AREA__________ 

CELL WATER DEPTH @ TEST START________ @ TEST END____________  

Date INFLUENT 
(in/day)  

+PRECIP 

(in/day) 

-EVAP 

(in/day) 

-
EFFLUENT 

(in/day) 

=NET 

SEEPAGE 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

  

NOTES: 

 


